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What Exterior Paint Options Do You Have?
The best way to choose exterior paint is to drive homes already 

built in one of our communities. 

Take photos of what you like.  Go at different times of day, gray and sunny.  
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you like.

EXTERIOR Paint Options:
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download to take with you to Sherwin Williams to see in person. 

 •  Sherwin Williams paint
 •  35+ options
 • Most options have the choice of a dark or light trim
 • Paint packages shown include siding, shake or board and batton, trim and an accent color for front door
  and shutters if your plan has shutters.

General Rules For Choosing Exterior Paint:

 • Exterior paint tends to look a lot lighter outside on a house versus inside on a paint swatch
 • The shake is usually a shade darker than the siding 
 • The trim includes: edges, columns, sidelights and garage doors
 • The front door can be an accent color matching the shutters or the trim color
 • If you have not shutters, the front door color can be unique, so feel free to bring a sample with you

NOTE: Paint is greatly affected by the type of light you are viewing it in:
 • Daylight is the best light for the purest color replication, but the weather will still alter that too.  
 • Warm light such as traditional light bulbs brings out the tans and creams.  
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How We Design Your Exterior
We START with the exterior because it takes the most time, as it will be
there for the longest and is where everyone can see. 

You will be choosing all the front features and colors.  The other three sides are siding.

Here are the things to really pay attention to:  
• Location of shake OR Board and Batton
• The light versus dark color of the shake versus the siding
• Overall colors of paint - blues, greens, tans, greys and is it DARK or very light looking
• Dark vs. Light Trim - Note the garage door is the same as the trim so it will be dark or light too
• Colors of front doors & shutters
• Brick or stone and how it looks if combined
• Brick - some are darker than others, some are more red than others
• Brick - some are busier looking with more variations than others, some are more monotone

Yes, we can take the paint you like from one house and pair it with the brick or stone you like from another.

SUGGESTION!View HomesIN PERSONBy Driving ThroughSister Communities.

Examples below have dark/light trim and different dark/light accents (shake). 



What Is The Exterior Elevation?
The exterior elevation is the front of the home: Paint, brick, mortar, stone, shake, board and batton, and 
siding.  

(Shake looks like painted cedar shingles, Board and Batton looks like vertical lines)

What you can choose will depend on the stage of construction of your home, your community rules, 
your contract and your streetscape (more on streetscape in other pages).

 • Your home comes standard with a stone watertable OR a brick watertable
 • Depending on your community, your home may come standard with one “bump out” of brick
 • Depending on the stage of your home and what is on the homes nearby you maybe able to choose the location  
  of your brick or add additional brick, stone or shake or board and batton
 • Additional added features are in sections called “bump outs” that are roughly 10 x 10
 • As an upgrade, you can add more brick or more stone depending on the stage of construction
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What is a “Streetscape”?
To keep continuity to a community, the builder and the HOA impose certain restrictions on the  
exteriors.  

Basically, you cannot match your “streetscape” neighbors.

The decorator will guide you through this, but we like you to be aware ahead of time that there are lim-
itations.

The streetscape is about the (9) key homes closest to you. 

Cul-de-sacs and corner lots will have slihglty different rules, too

Streetscape General Rules:

What a list of what paints/bricks are closest to you to avoid?

The decorator can email you a list of your neighbors.

You can have the same brick as long as you have a totally different mortar color as in grey versus tan.



What Stones & Bricks Can You Choose From?
Brick & Stone are very hard to choose from the sample boards because the mortar changes them 
dramatically once installed!

We STRONGLY SUGGEST you drive around, look at our homes in person, at different times of the 
day and take photos of ones you like to show us. There will be a computer full of images at your ap-
pointment too.

• 12+ brick colors, 2 stones and 4 mortar colors to choose from  
• Almost any color of brick works with almost any color paint - we use the mortar color that matches your paint to tie it in

• Pay attention to the overall lightness and darkness of a brick and whether it is “busy” looking or monotone.
• Note if you are going with a dark trim you probably prefer a darker brick

• There are only TWO stone options, a tan and a warm grey, but NOTE they are not real stone, they are man made out of 
concrete that is dyed all the way thru so the color last longer. 

HOW THE MORTAR COLOR CHANGES THE BRICK:
Same brick, different mortar.  Antique White versus Buff:
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Our brick supplier is:
www.CherokeeBrick.com
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Note, not all bricks on this site are available in all areas.

Brick Colors Available at time of last revision:  
Augusta, Savannah, Berkley, Sapela, Shellmans Bluff, Mosstown, Shadowstone, Autumn Smoke, 

Cobblestone, Belfast, Old Atlanta, Old Mississippi and Greystone.

Their showroom in located in Lawreceville and if you would like to meet with them prior to your deco-
rator appointment, please tell the decorator.  You may want to take the actual paint chips with you to 

see it with the bricks too. 


